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Adata Iled description is piven of a miniature line-target system that is Illumninatod by 'i
radioactive smurce, collirrted, and provided with siutable scales to indicate Its position within
the roll and pitch planes. Theso components are assembled In a light-weight goggle that can be
precisely positiooed by means of a biteboard awttachment, Uses ofjhe goggle In the measurements
of the perceived direction of space under ordinary and extraordinp test conditions are illustrated.
Modifications are suggested that can extend its usefulness.
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SUMMARY PAGE

THE PROBLEM

To develop a target system that not only is suitable for accurately ',easuring
the perceived direction of spacs but also is velf-contained In a device worn as a goggle.

FINDINGS

A detailed description Is given of a minla'ure line-target system that is illumi-
rnaled by a radloactivw source, collimated, antd provided with suitable sales to indicate
Its position within the roll and pitch planes. These components are assembled In a light-
welght goggle that can be precisely positioned by means of a biteboard attachment.
Uses of' the gaggle in the measurements of the percekved direction of space under o-d-nary

anc extraordinary test conditions are Illustrated. Modifications are suggested that can •i
extend It6 usefulness.
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INTRODUCTION

Devices for studying the visually perceived direction of space in the absence

of visual cues have long been in use, but the principle underlying such devices is so
simple that Its elegance is seldom appreciated. The basic element is a visual torget,
usually a line pattern of light on a dark background, that can be manipulated to indicate
the direction of space yet afford no clue to its orientation. The apparatus typically
designed for this purpose incorporates a relatively large target %ystem that is remote from
the subject and moved by means or mechanical, electrical, or hydraulic linkages.
Considerable space and background Illumination control are thus required arid severely
complicate or prevent perceptual studies in the laborotory as well as in field situations.

* These disadvantages were overcome by the development of a miniature device that can
be worn as a giggle. A comparison of measurements obtained with the large remote-
targot device (1) and an early model of the goggle device revealed no significant
differences. Prototype versions of the goggle device have been used successfully in the
measurement of the oculogravic Illusion (2) and the judgment of horizontality by astro- j

Mi• nauts prior, during, and following Geninil flights V and VII (3).

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE GOGGLE DEVICE

The overall appearance of the goggle developed under NASA contract for
"Apollo In-F lIght Human Otolith Function Experiment M-9A" is shown in Figures 1 and3

114 2. The Inner surface of the goggle forms the soft-cushlon carrier portion structured so
that it may be pressed firmly against the subject's face without discomfort. The mask
section of the goggle forms the rigid base fort 1) attachment of the target and optical
system,2) gear mechanisms and scales for adjusting and reading out the positions of the

•it target in the roll and pitch planes, 3) stabilization of the coupling to the biteboard
assembly., and 4) the external cover.

The slit t'rget consists of a single 0. 1 mm x 0.55 mmim sealed vial of tritiurn gas
CU. S. Radium Corporation (AEC license 09-06979-03)] which requires licensing for
handling. The self-luminous light source has a relatively constant level of illumination
ovter half-life of 12 years without bulbs, batteries, and wiring, which would require
periodic serivcng and replacement. High reliability and essentially complete safety
of this light source ore assured bya rugged housing qualified to withstand spacecraft
launch forces, The target light is collimated by a triplet located near the subject's eve.
The position of this triplet can be adjusted toward or away from the target with a fine
threaded screw adjustment to correct for a wide range of spherical refractive errurs of the
subject, thereby onsuring a sharp image of the test target for each subject.

The pitch of the target is adjusted (throughout a range of A: 20 degrees relative
to a reference plane normally at eye level when the .ubjoct is upilght) by means of a
knurled knob (A, Figures 1 and 2) that activates a mechanical link to a rank and pinion
gear. The target's roll position can be changed by rotating a second knurled knob (B,
Figures 1 and 2) :inked to a helical gear arrangement (36-1 ratio); fine rotary adjustments
can be made without limit in the clockwise or counterclockwise direction. The line



pattern target was designed with a break at its center serving as a visual reference pointand a break near one of itt ends to indicate polarity. The entire target and optical

system is arbitrarily placed in the right half of the goggle for viewing by the right eye
only, although left eye and binocular models could be fabricated.

The device weighs less than one pound and is easily supported and held firmlyagainst the subject's face solely by his teeth interfacing with the blteb~oard assembly.
The goggle portion of this assembly is a square shaft that extends (Figures 1 and 2) from

tle bottom right side of the goggle. The sleeve portion of the biteboard slides
over the closely fitting shaft and presses into a bushing that can be vertically adjusted
to compensate for Individual differences in the distance separating the subject's occlusal
and ocular planes. Dental-impreNsion material softened by heat or more permanent
material fashioned by a molding process is deposited on the biteboard for custom fitting.
Repeated testing with the goggle device and its attachments in the same position relative

L6 to a given subject can be achieved.

One model of the goggle is provided with scales for direct read out, another
with potentiometers for continuous write outs. Prototype variations of the basic goggle
have been designed to support electrodes for nystagmographic recordings, and for
inclusion of special visual-test targets and optical systems to introduce concordant or
discrepant visual cues to the left eye.
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